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ABSTRACT
Mathematics has an important role in the world of education because it supports science in other fields, such as
physics, chemistry, biology and science. Mathematics learning is abstract, so mathematics learning should be carried
out in a fun, interesting manner and easily understood by students. One of them was the material on the concept of
fractions and their operations that have been studied at the elementary school level. Based on the previous research,
this material was still found difficult to understand by students, especially if the denominators were different. Usually,
the teacher uses the conventional method, namely equating the denominator of the fraction by determining the Biggest
Guild Multiples. It is very rare for teachers to use assistive media in learning these fractions. Therefore, this article
discusses the alternative method to solve problems about fractions by using manipulative media, namely media in the
form of paper that can be turned, cut, shifted, moved, drawn, sorted, grouped and classified. This type of research was
a literature study, using secondary data in the form of journals and relevant books. Furthermore, the data were
analyzed by conducting studies on examples of solving fraction problems by using manipulative media, assessing
their advantages and also disadvantages and comparing them with the conventional methods. The results showed that
solving fraction problems by using the manipulative media was more fun, more attractive in terms of appearance and
easier to understand because of direct practice using the media. It is suggested that teachers can apply this alternative
method in the class, especially for students who do not understand the conventional methods in solving the fraction
problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is a field of study that exists at all
levels of education, from elementary school until
college. However, mathematics is a subject that is
considered difficult and confusing for most students,
especially students in elementary school. Thus, the
teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level
should receive more serious attention because it is the
basis of learning mathematics and occurs during
elementary school [1].
Basic mathematics is given at the basic education
level because this level is a very decisive foundation in
shaping children's attitudes and skills that are useful for
the next life [2]. The learning process activity expects
every student to learn to be beneficial and their learning
is meaningful, but the reality shows that mathematics is
difficult for students. Many students are constrained in
learning mathematics, this is a result of the learning
process is not interesting, and boring. This directly

affects mathematics learning achievement at every level
of education.
Teachers in planning a learning process, at least
the factors that generally have to be considered
simultaneously by the teacher include: the objectives to
be achieved, the learning materials, students, the
teaching media, the learning methods and the study time
[3] Without ignoring the other factors, these factors
together determine the results of the learning process
that occurs. The quality and productivity of this learning
will be seen in how far students achieve the learning
objectives that have been set. Meanwhile, to make
students achieve predetermined learning goals is closely
related to the effectiveness of the learning strategies
prepared by the teacher. For this reason, one of the
teacher's duties is how to organize an effective learning
so that it is more varied, interesting and fun [4].
However, reality [5] showed that most teachers
still have difficulty how to organize effective learning,
especially mathematics learning in elementary schools.
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Learning that is carried out is still teacher-centered, and
an abstract approach with lecture and assignment
methods is very dominant in every learning activity. It
is very rare to find teachers who plan mathematics
learning with a real approach that activates students,
because they consider such learning to be useless,
confusing and time-consuming. In addition, the facts
show that elementary school teachers are still
inadequately equipped with mathematics material.
Furthermore, a teacher should teach mathematical
concepts using varied methods and techniques so that
they are not monotonous and boring for students such as
the "fun learning" method [6]. One method of "fun
learning" is to use the aid of teaching aids or media to
instill the concept of understanding the material into
students. The actual props should be made available in
schools so that the understanding given to students can
be more easily captured [7]. Props can present abstract
things in the form of concrete objects or phenomena that
can be seen, held, changed so that abstract things are
easier to understand. Also, with teaching aids, learning
becomes more fun because students can learn while [8].
One type of props is manipulative objects. The
manipulative objects are tools to explain the
mathematical concepts by using certain concrete objects
that will assist students in representing a concept
correctly. Mathematical manipulation and models are
very important tools for making the students
communicate mathematical ideas and concepts [9].
Using manipulative objects (teaching aids) can facilitate
students in learning mathematics, in addition to the
ability to recognize, understand, apply mathematical
concepts, procedures, principles and ideas, the ability to
solve mathematical problems, the ability to reason
mathematics, and the ability to make mathematical
connections. "Students can use the visual models to
develop computation skills or solve contextual
problems" [10].
In order for the mathematics learning process to
attract the attention of students, the learning must
involve the student. So that students get direct
experience from the learning process and the learning
becomes fun. The manipulative objects are one of the
media that can attract students' interest to be actively
involved in learning. The importance of using teaching
aids in mathematics learning is to assist students in
grasping the understanding given by the teacher and
reducing the occurrence of verbalism [11]. Furthermore
[12] said that one of the mathematical concepts that is
difficult to understand concretely and allows
misconceptions and verbalism to occur is the concept of
fractions. Theoretically, the concept of fractions is a
more difficult topic than integers [13]. Moreover, [14]
stated that in learning the concept of fractions it is very
possible for students to misconceptions. The difficulty
of students understanding the concept of fractions is
suspected because they have difficulty digesting it in
real terms. In fact, conveying abstract mathematical
concepts requires a model as an illustration. In
conveying the concept of fractions, a learning process is

needed that facilitates students to master and develop
these concepts in everyday life, so it requires the use of
appropriate teaching aids, one of which is manipulative
objects. Usually, the teacher uses the conventional
method, which is to equalize the denominator of the
fraction by determining the Multiples of the Largest
Guild, but this method often causes misconceptions by
students.
Based on this, this article discusses the alternative
methods of solving fraction problems by using the
manipulative media, namely media in the form of paper
that can be turned, cut, shifted, moved, drawn, sorted,
grouped or classified so that it can be studied and
analyzed how the comparison is when using the.
conventional method.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
The type of research was a literature study, by
using secondary data, namely journals and relevant
reference books. Furthermore, the data were analyzed,
namely by conducting an assessment on the example of
solving problems about the addition of fractions by
using the manipulative media, examining the
advantages and disadvantages and comparing them with
conventional methods.
How to create manipulative media like the
following [15]:
1. Make a circle or square shape from manila paper

2.

Shade in half from one side to show the fraction one
by two

3.

The unshaded circle or square (the face) represents
the number 1

=1
4.

Fold the face so that it becomes two equal parts

5.

The part shaded in step 2 = half of the face

=1

=

=
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The steps for creating the manipulative media for
fraction operations are as follows:
1.1. Prepare white plywood, and then cut it into sizes 50
cm x 50 cm.
1.2. Cut the red and yellow mangosteen paper into
several pieces, each piece 5cm x 10cm.
1.3. Give the foam adhesive tape to each piece of
mangosteen paper so that it can be attached to the
plywood.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Explaining the Concept of Fractions by Using
Conventional Methods
The fraction numbers are numbering whose symbols can
be written with the form a/b, a, b are integers; b ≠ 0 and
b is not a factor of a [16], on fraction a/b, a is called the
numerator and b is called the denominator of the
fraction. The equal fraction is the fraction with the same
value, by multiplying or dividing the numerator and
denominator by the same number [17].
Example 1:
Find two fractions that are equal to the fraction ½
The Answer:
Fraction ½ can be searched the fraction that is equal by
multiplying the numerator (1) and denominator (2) by
the same number, for example multiplying by the
numbers 2 and 4. Then the result is:
1 1x 2 2


2 2 x2 4
1 1x 4 4


2 2 x4 8
Thus, two fractions that equal to 1/2 are 2/4 and 4/8.
Example 2:
Find three fractions that equal to the fraction 1/4
The Answer:
Fraction 1/4 can be found for equal fractions by
multiplying the numerator (1) and denominator (4) by
the same number, for example multiplying by the
numbers 2, 3 and 4. Then the result is:
1 1x 2 2


4 4 x2 8
1 1x3 3


4 4 x3 12
1 1x 4 4


4 4 x 4 16
Thus, three fractions that equal 1/4 are 2/8; 3/12, and
4/16.

1 1

2 3
The answer:
If the fraction is solved in a conventional way, by
equalizing the denominator, that is, looking for the
multiplication of the largest common denominator, then
we get = 6
So, 1  1  1x3  1x 2  3  2  5
2 3 2 x3 3 x 2 6 6 6
Based on the example of the solution above, it can
be seen that by using conventional methods, the student
must first understand the concept of multiplication of
integers and must also be skilled at determining the
greatest common multiple of the denominator of
fraction. This method also does not make the student
understand the basic concept of fraction, because they
are still abstract. The student actually also do not
understand the real meaning of the equal fraction,
resulting in misconceptions among the student. This is
in accordance with what was stated by [18]: “Errors are
the symptoms of the underlying conceptual structures
that are the cause of errors. It is these underlying beliefs
and principles in the cognitive structure that are the
cause of systematic conceptual errors that I shall call
misconceptions”.
3.2. Explain the Concept of Fraction by Using
Manipulative Media
The manipulative media are the assistive media to
explain the concept of fraction by using concrete objects
such as Manila paper that can be folded, shifted, and so
on. So that the fraction material is more real and
students can easily imagine the material being studied.
The use of manipulative media is intended to make it
easier for students to understand mathematical concepts
and procedures. This manipulative media serves to
simplify difficult concepts, present relatively abstract
materials to be more real, explain definitions or
concepts more concretely, explain certain properties
related to calculating (operations), the properties of
geometric shapes and show the facts.
In learning mathematics, it is better if the
learning materials provided are easier for student to
understand, the material that need to be prepared by the
teacher, from items that are relatively cheap and easy to
obtain, for example Manila paper, cardboard, wood,
wire, cloth to embed. specific mathematical concepts
according to necessity.
For example, explain the concept of the equal
fraction as follows:
1. Explain that 2/3 is equal to 4/6 by using the
manipulative media:

Example 3:
Find the sum of the following fractions:
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In the picture above, it can be explained as follows: the
fractional image 2/3 if put together with a fraction
image 4/6 then the shaded area will coincide, meaning
that the shaded area for the fraction 2/3 will be the same
as the shaded area for the fraction 4/6, so 2/3 can be said
to be equal to 4/6.
2.

Explain that the fraction ½ is equal to 2/4 and also
equal to 4/8

a.

Make a rectangle on the plywood provided.

b.

Divide the rectangle into three equal parts (because
of the denominator of the first number 3)
From the other side, divide the rectangle into two
equal parts (because the denominator of the second
number is 2)
Place the red mangosteen paper 1/3 of the vertical
side, and the yellow mangosteen paper 1/2 of the
horizontal side.
In the experiment there is a box that contains two
colors, move one of the colors to the empty box.

c.

d.

e.

In the picture above, it can be seen that the shaded
area for the fraction ½ is the same as the shaded area for
the fraction 2/4 and also the shaded area for the fraction
4/8. Thus students immediately understand the concept
of fractions more concretely, namely the meaning of the
fraction itself and the concept of a equal fraction.
3.

Determine the fraction number and prove whether
the fraction is equal or not

In Figure A, it can be seen that there is 1 part of the
circle shaded and there are 4 parts in total, so that in
Figure A if written as a fraction is 1/4. Likewise in
Figure B, there are 2 shaded parts of the circle and a
total of 8 parts, so it is written 4/8. Figures C and D in
the same way it can be written in the form of fractions,
namely 3/12 and 6/24. Furthermore, the shaded part in
pictures A, B, C and D is the same as a quarter of a
circle, so it can be concluded that the four images have
the same value, or can be written:
1/4 = 4/8 = 3/12 = 6/24
4.

Adding the fractions by using manipulative media
For example, the sum of 1/3 + 1/2 = ...
The steps are as follows:

f.

Count how many red and yellow squares (there are 5
squares), as well as all the available boxes (there are
6 boxes), so we can conclude that 1/3 + 1/2 = 5/6.

Based on the example above, it can be seen that
explaining the concept of fractions by using the
manipulative media is more concrete. The student can
imagine what the fractions are like, also understand more
about the equal fraction Furthermore, adding the fraction
can also be directly practiced by using manipulative
media. This causes the student can experience learning
directly, is more meaningful and more inherent in the
students' memory, so that the concept of the fraction is
better understood because they are not only taught the
procedures to solve them, but more emphasis is placed
on understanding the concept of fraction themselves. For
example, what is meant by a fraction, why is that
fraction the same as another fraction and how is the
concept of adding fractions if the denominators are not
the same.
This is in accordance with what was stated by [19]
that students will be more concentrated and more
enthusiastic if the mathematics learning is carried out by
giving real or real forms and the student experience
directly such as by using this manipulative media..
Students will also be more active because they
immediately practice by using the manipulative media.
Thus using manipulative media is an alternative method
for solving fraction questions so that students'
understanding of the concept of the fraction becomes
better and more meaningful.
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4. CONCLUSION
An alternative method of solving problems about
the fraction by using the manipulative media, namely in
the form of paper that can be folded or shifted is more
fun, more attractive in terms of appearance and easier to
understand because it is more concrete in nature and
students immediately practice by using media. The
learning is easier to absorb and remember and more
meaningful for the student. The student become more
aware of the concept of fractions themselves. It is
suggested that the teacher can apply this alternative
method in class, especially for the student who does not
understand about the conventional method in solving the
fraction problem.
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